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Abstract
In many application areas (such as concurrent engineering, software development, hospital
scheduling, manufacturing scheduling, and military planning), individuals are responsible for
an agenda of tasks and face choices about the best way to locally handle each task, in what order
to do tasks, and when to do them. Such decisions are often hard to make because of coordination
problems: individual tasks are related to the tasks of others in complex ways, and there are many
sources of uncertainty (no one has a complete view of the task structure at arbitrary levels of
detail, the situation may be changing dynamically, and no one is entirely sure of the outcomes of
all of their actions). The focus of this paper is the development of support tools for distributed,
cooperative work by groups (collaborative teams) of human and computational agents. We will
discuss the design of a set of distributed autonomous computer programs (“agents”) that assist
people in coordinating their activities by helping them to manage their agendas. Our approach
can also supply coordination and scheduling facilities to computational domain agents (such
as autonomous design checkers or databases). We briefly describe an initial implementation of
these ideas using only computational agents and abstract task environments.
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contract N00014-92-J-1450, and NSF contract IRI-9321324. The content of the information does
not necessarily reflect the position or the policy of the Government and no official endorsement should
be inferred.

1 Introduction
One operational vision of concurrent engineering is one of a network of workstations that
enable concurrent and distributed requirements assessment, design generation, and analysis. It
envisions that groups of humans and computational ‘agents’ will cooperatively create, resource,
evaluate, execute, and monitor design processes or manufacturing plans. Work to date has
not directly addressed the problems and opportunities that arise from a truly distributed and
cooperative environment. The focus of this paper is the development of support tools for
distributed, cooperative work by groups of human and computational agents.
In the military air campaign planning domain, for example, the development of objectives, target analyses, and situational analyses (e.g. the identification of key targets) are mixed
initiative processes that can take place concurrently, and are carried out by the JFACC (Joint
Forces Air Component Commander) and his staff (intelligence, operations, logistics, weather,
etc.). As the human planner makes decisions to focus on certain enemy vulnerabilities he or
she creates (concurrent) taskings for intelligence and other staff members or computational
agents; as the staff uncovers certain information, that same information may impact back
on the main planning task (revealing logistical, intelligence, or other problems with certain
targets). This pattern of interrelated task structures that are partially shared by multiple agents
with mixed initiative tasking appears in many military and commercial environments (concurrent engineering, hospital scheduling, manufacturing scheduling, coordinating large software
development efforts). These interrelationships provide not only potential problems to avoid
(such as forgetting a required task) but also opportunities to take advantage of (such as doing
a task needed by more than one other agent first, or doing a favor for another agent).
In general, each person and computational agent involved in such distributed cooperative
work has a set of tasks before them that currently need to be done (identifying targets in several
areas, collecting intelligence on each of several disparate targets, etc.). The tasks may come from
a local initiative, may be assigned by a superior, or may just be subtasks needed to accomplish
current goals. The tasks may be initially perceived as unrelated. We propose to assist users in
task selection by developing a User Coordination Assistant Agent (UCAA) that keeps track of
a workstation user’s current agenda of tasks and presents a possible schedule (ordering) of these
tasks according to user- and domain-directed preferences. The idea is not to force a user into
the schedule, but rather to provide the user with up-to-date, relevant information so that the
user can make an informed decision. Such an agenda is not developed in isolation, but rather
through a distributed coordination process using multiple coordination mechanisms triggered
by the coordination relationships between the task structures of the different agents involved.
We also are developing an Agent Coordination Module (ACM) that can be linked-in to provide
agenda management services for the coordination of computational agents in accord with the
human agents’ task-order preferences (see Figure 1).
Such a set of tools will allow the development of systems that can truly support cooperative
work involving people at multiple workstations and computational agent assistants by helping
to manage and organize the workloads of these agents. Certain tasks will be dependent on
other tasks and be time critical, and such information for differentiating tasks could be lost in
critical situations if only ad hoc coordinating mechanisms are used. It is useful to communicate
more information than simply task assignments and task coordination relationships. For example, users and computational agents can request possible due dates for potential tasks before
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assignment (allowing both better time estimates and load balancing) and request commitments
to complete certain time-critical tasks (in effect, supporting inter-agent negotiation protocols).
Our approach of tying coordination mechanisms to the particular kinds of coordination relationships that exist in a particular task environment provides for a reusable tool foundation (the
UCAA and its interactive human interface, the ACM and its interface to a computational agent)
and a customizable set of coordination mechanisms for a particular application environment
(since no single coordination mechanism would be useful across different environments with
different task coordination relationships).

1.1

User Coordination Assistant Agent (UCAA)

A UCAA is located at each individual’s workstation and assists the user in keeping track of
and scheduling his or her tasks. The UCAA Local Schedule Display is an interactive window
that shows the user the current set of tasks for which the user is responsible, a suggested
schedule, and some related information. The Local Schedule Display is interactive to allow the
user to query and understand the task coordination relationships that underlie the suggested
schedule or schedules. The Local Schedule Display will not impart an order on unrelated tasks,
leaving flexibility of choice to the user when available. Scheduling information will come from
knowledge of both task coordination relationships and anticipated durations/deadlines. The
display may indicate potential shortcuts (‘multiple methods’) for tasks, potential off-tasking
(load sharing) when users are overloaded, and tasks that ‘facilitate’ (help by improving the
quality of, or reducing the duration of) other users’ tasks. It would allow the user to explore
the effects of possible outcomes (‘what-if’ scenarios). The UCAA consists of several parts: the
Local Schedule Display just described, a Local Scheduling Module to develop potential user
task schedules, a Coordination Module to implement various coordination mechanisms via
communication with other UCAAs and ACMs (computational Agent Coordination Modules),
an Application Interface Module for the workstation application(s) that records the current
tasks and subtasks the user is working on, and a current Task Structure Database shared by all
the modules (see Figure 1 on page 4). An important assumption behind our approach is that
we are dealing with highly structured activities in a well-defined problem-solving domain. It
is in these types of domains that we believe it is possible to capture processing models of both
user activities and computational activities.

1.2

Agent Coordination Module (ACM)

The ACM consists of a Coordination Module, Local Scheduling Module, and a current Task
Structure Database similar to those used by the UCAA (see Figure 1). The ACM works in
conjunction with an autonomous computational agent, such as a planner or ‘smart’ database
front end, to allow such autonomous agents to handle multiple requests in a sensible manner,
instead of just ‘first-come-first-served’. Depending upon the sophistication of the underlying
computational agent, the ACM can be configured to either assist the agent in managing its
agenda of tasks, or to control the agent directly (by passing one task to the core agent at a time,
using the schedule developed locally). The ACM can also use ‘resource-bounded reasoning’
and ‘design-to-time’ real-time scheduling techniques to control real-time computational agents
that use, for example, ‘anytime’ reasoning algorithms. Thus the ACM can apportion time
2

among multiple, interrelated tasks for which the computational agent is responsible—trading
off time with the quality of the solution. We have developed an initial implementation of the
ACM that we will discuss in Section 4.2. The interface between the coordination module and
the local scheduler is well defined, and the local scheduling component can be replaced if a
domain-specific scheduler or schedulers is available [14].

1.3

A Task Structure Specification Tool

The final facility we are developing is a knowledge acquisition tool for the UCAAs and ACMs.
This task structure specification tool is used during the initial development of a system to specify
the complete typical ‘objective’ structure of tasks for all agents in the system and how those
tasks interrelate. This knowledge is represented using the TÆMS (Task Analysis, Environment
Modeling, and Simulation) framework for representing task environments (see Section 4.1).
This information is stored in the Task Structure Database of the UCAAs and ACMs and is
used by the Coordination Modules to choose appropriate coordination mechanisms, and by
the Local Scheduling Modules to make appropriate scheduling decisions. We will talk in more
detail about TÆMS, both as a representation framework and as a simulation framework, in
section 4.1.

1.4

Enabling Concurrent Work

We mentioned at the start that one vision of concurrent engineering is of groups of humans
and computational ‘agents’ that will cooperatively create, resource, evaluate, execute, and
monitor design processes or manufacturing plans. The technology that we are developing is
aimed squarely at supporting this vision by providing mechanisms to effectively and efficiently
coordinate such a distributed system. As envisioned, the entire system allows both concurrent
activities (carried out by humans and computer programs), and mixed-initiative tasks. Either
of these implies there is no fixed, static control of all the human and computational agents
in the system. All agents, both human and computational, will be expected to perform
multiple tasks—certainly more than one task at a time—in a potentially high pressure, timesensitive environment. To make things harder, the tasks will not be independent but will be
related in potentially complex ways—not only by hard relationships like “A must precede B”
but also by softer relationships such as “A would facilitate B”, where completing task A will
help B by making it easier (quicker) to do, or by making a higher quality result possible, or
both.1 Relationships include not only computational relationships between tasks, but other
resources as well. Exclusive access is only one possible resource relationship. Another example
is the appearance of diminishing returns in the use of compute servers for large engineering
simulations or software design programs, leading to the need for automated load balancing
mechanisms.
Figure 1 shows a high-level view of the system described here, with two human user
workstations and one autonomous, computational agent (which could be running on either a
user’s workstation or on a third hardware processor/server).
1 For example,

imagine that that your task is to find a new book in a library, and you can do this either before
or after the new books are unpacked, sorted, and correctly shelved.
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Figure 1: Architectural overview of a cooperative, mixed human and computational agent system based on User
Coordination Assistant Agents (UCAAs) and Agent Coordination Modules (ACMs)

2 Air Campaign Planning Example
We will describe a system in the Air Campaign Planning Domain that consists of several planning tools used concurrently by the JFACC, his staff, and associated humans, computational
agents, and smart databases, based on information in [2, 4]. Figure 2 shows a portion of the
global task structure in this environment. No one human or computational agent (from here
on, referred to simply as ‘c-agent’) is responsible for all of these tasks, and this global view is
never actually constructed—not only would it be expensive to construct in terms of time and
communication resources, but it would very likely be both incomplete and out-of date very
quickly. Instead, the UCAA that advises each human operator will have a partially global view
of what’s going on (we’ll show this in Figures 3 through 4). The complete scenario expressed
by Figure 2 concerns the JFACC developing several objectives, identifying a course-of-action
for each objective, and then assigning the objective and course-of-action to a planning staff
member at their own workstation to develop detailed targeting plans. The development of
target sets will in turn involve the work of other staff members, who are working on tasks
involving the areas of intelligence, weather, logistics, etc.
We’ll begin with the JFACC, who is using air campaign planning tools to refine general
objectives into the selection of specific objectives, and a course-of-action for achieving the
objective (such as disrupting aircraft manufacture). Inherent in this process is the analysis
of enemy strengths and vulnerabilities [2]; such analysis is tied to ongoing situation analysis
and assessment done remotely and by the JFACC intelligence staff (at remote workstations).
Along with the air campaign planning tools, the JFACC has a window on his workstation
that displays his current agenda of tasks. For the JFACC, who is basically initiating work,
the agenda is simple and unordered. From the point of view of the UCAA, the JFACC’s task
structure may look something like that in Figure 3, where the JFACC is primarily responsible
for the grey tasks. The UCAA is still of great use to the JFACC, however. As the JFACC
4
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Figure 2: Part of the global task structure in the Air Campaign Planning environment. Typically, no single agent
would ever actually construct such a complete global view.

completes a plan objective and course-of-action specification, he can query the UCAA as to
the current status of the work of his planning staff (without bothering them directly)—this
information, brought about by communication between the JFACC’s UCAA and the UCAAs
assigned to each planning staff workstation, is used by the JFACC to make informed decisions
about dividing work among his staff members. This is an important point about tools that
support group planning—they bring the up-to-date, high-quality information needed to make
good human tasking decisions to the user (in this case, the JFACC) when they are needed.2
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Figure 3: The local view of the task structure as seen by the JFACC’s UCAA. Grey tasks are the JFACC’s direct
responsibility.

Let us assume that the JFACC has identified three detailed objectives so far, and that the
task of target development for objective 1 has been assigned to staff planner A, and objectives
2 and 3 to staff planner B. During the first phase of developing a target set, staff planner A
begins by finding the ‘Center Of Gravity’ (COG) of the enemy positions around the objective.
Staff planner A’s UCAA communicates with the other staff planners’ UCAAs to discover if
any overlapping work exists—indeed, planner A’s UCAA discovers that staff planner B has an
2 It

is possible to automate this sort of task partitioning for computational agents.
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objective very close to that of planner A’s objective. The COG calculation currently underway
by planner A will facilitate the COG calculation by planner B. The task structure from the view
of planner A’s UCAA looks very much like Figure 4 (again, the grey tasks are the responsibility
of planner A). The discovery of this relationship was done by the Coordination Modules of
the UCAA, using a coordination mechanism we call ‘developing non-local views’ (we’ll discuss
coordination mechanisms in more detail in Section 4). The soft relationship as discovered has
implications for the scheduling of tasks at planner A’s and B’s workstations—since B has two
tasks to do, and no other reason to order them, B should work on objective 2 first so that B
can use the result of planner A’s calculations later on in developing targets for objective 3. The
Local Scheduling Display for planner B indicates this to him, and the Local Scheduling Display
for planner A indicates that B is now depending on the result of his COG calculations (so he
shouldn’t just delay the task for no good reason). Thus the UCAAs, via their coordination
and local scheduling components, have allowed the two staff planners to do their work more
efficiently and quickly.
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Figure 4: On the left, the local view of the task structure as seen by the UCAA of member ‘A’ of the JFACC’s
planning staff (responsible for the left side grey tasks). On the right, the local view of the task structure as seen by
the UCAA of the JFACC staff member in charge of weather forecasting who is responsible for the right side grey
tasks.

The reader might raise an objection in the last paragraph that the JFACC should have
assigned both objectives 1 and 3 to the same staff planner. Perhaps—but there is plenty of
reason to not do this as well. For example, one objective might have been taking out an aircraft
manufacturer, and the second a disruption of communications, and the staff planners may
have different areas of expertise. Or perhaps objective 1 is quite hard, long, and involved,
and for load balancing the JFACC assigned the other two objectives to staff planner B. In any
case, the point is that the technology we are building for use by humans (the UCAA) does not
force humans into certain actions. At this point in time it would not be realistic to imagine
a computer system that could second guess command decisions. Instead the UCAA provides
the information needed to make an informed decision, and once it is made, propagates the
consequences.
Finally, let’s look at a third member of the JFACC staff, the weather forecaster. From the
point of view of planning staff members A and B, the weather forecaster is providing a service;
these staff members have the choice of using the current weather forecast for an area, or of
6

requesting a more up-to-date forecast (but which will take time). Perhaps an autonomous
weather forecasting computational agent is also available that can give updated forecasts more
quickly, but with lower accuracy. The planners can use their UCAAs to see the estimated
time to get an updated forecast—such a request is handled by the weather staffer’s UCAA and
the weather c-agent’s ACM. Again, this allows the planner to make an up-to-date, informed
decision about whether to go with the out-of-date forecast or wait for the new one.
From the point of view of the weather forecasting agent (human or computational) information about task requests coming in can be used to help the agent schedule their activities.
Figure 4 shows the local UCAA’s view of the weather staffer’s tasks. Notice that the tasks
include both those requests from planners for updated forecasts, and standing orders to keep
all forecasts not too far out of date. The UCAA’s Local Schedule Display will indicate to the
user that several tasks are depending on an updated forecast for area 1, and so that might be
the best task to do next.
To summarize, our vision is to provide direct support for the goal of concurrent, mixedinitiative planning by groups of humans and computational agents [16]. We will do this by
providing an interface that helps to user to schedule their agenda of activities in a sensible
way given how those activities interrelate with the activities of other humans and agents in the
system. Our support will help make sure tasks get done, and that bad interactions are avoided
and positive interactions are taken advantage of. The interface will also enable users to get
up-to-date information on the loads of other users and computational agents, so that users who
allocate tasks to other users can make better decisions.

3 Examples in Other Domains
Coordination assistance technology has applications in many areas besides military command
and control. We will briefly describe the application of this technology to concurrent engineering, software engineering project management, and hospital scheduling.
For example, in an office or concurrent engineering environment, both independent computerized agents (usually controlling access to resources) and intelligent assistants to office
workers can exist[21]. In real offices, activity is taking place semi-autonomously, and centralized control and detailed global views are rarely available or socially possible [15, 22]. In the
intelligent office assistant domain, then, coordination algorithms can be applied to providing
guidance to an office worker (for instance, a computer programmer) about how to prioritize
tasks (“what are the most important things to do next?”), given known and discovered relationships between one worker’s tasks and the tasks of others. Coordination algorithms do not
supply a solution for problems of negotiating outcomes or resolving disparate views, but rather
try to avoid negative interactions between agent goals or planned actions (avoiding conflicting
actions or inter-agent action sequences), and recognize positive or helpful interactions (such as
the potential to do another agent a favor, or send some preliminary, predictive information)[27].
Often the coordination process triggers a process of negotiation.
Similar arguments apply to other domains, such as the concurrent engineering of products
where designers, engineers, sales/marketing representatives and manufacturing staffers work together to develop a new product or extension of an old product. We have already been exploring
the use of our technology in the representation and management of large software engineering
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projects to help schedule tasks being performed by many different programmers using many
different resources. The development, integration, and evaluation of this technology for the
ARPA-sponsored ARCADIA [18, 26] software engineering development environment. Part of
the ARCADIA environment is directly concerned with representing and tracking the state of:
software development processes (including interrelationships), the products being produced,
and the resources available. This information can be used by a UCAA-like application that can
provide scheduling and coordination facilities to ARCADIA users. The most unique feature
of this domain is the presence of high levels of uncertainty in task durations (compared to
manufacturing domains).
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Figure 5: High-level, subjective task structure for a typical hospital patient scheduling episode. The top task in
each hospital ancillary is really the same objective entity as the unit task it is linked to in the diagram.

We have taken a preliminary look at the application of the described technology to hospital
patient scheduling. Let’s look at a brief example of a task structure model of this environment
expressed with TÆMS, our framework for reasoning about multi-agent task environments (see
Section 4.1) The following description is from an actual case study [23]:
Patients in General Hospital reside in units that are organized by branches of medicine,
such as orthopedics or neurosurgery. Each day, physicians request certain tests and/or
therapy to be performed as a part of the diagnosis and treatment of a patient. [: : : ] Tests
are performed by separate, independent, and distally located ancillary departments in
the hospital. The radiology department, for example, provides X-ray services and may
receive requests from a number of different units in the hospital.
Furthermore, each test may interact with other tests in relationships such as enables,
? delay (must be performed after), and inhibits (test A’s performance invalidates test
B’s result if A is performed during specified time period relative to B). Note that the unit
secretaries (as scheduling agents) try to minimize the patients’ stays in the hospital, while the
ancillary secretaries (as scheduling agents) try to maximize equipment use (throughput) and
minimize setup times.
Figure 5 shows an subjective TÆMS task structure corresponding to an episode in this
domain, and the subjective views of the unit and ancillary scheduling agents after four tests have
been ordered. Note that quite a bit of detail can be captured in just the ‘computational’ aspects
of the environment—in this case, the tasks use peoples’ time, not a computer’s. However, TÆMS
can model in more detail the physical resources and job shop characteristics of the ancillaries
requires
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if necessary [5]. Such detail is not necessary for us to analyze the protocols developed by [23],
who propose a primary unit-ancillary protocol and a secondary ancillary-ancillary protocol.
In this type of environment, scheduling agents would interact with nurses and each other,
using the mechanisms, facilities, and tools suggested here, to assist in the efficient and effective
scheduling of patient tests and treatments. Similar applications of our technology occur in
manufacturing scheduling applications.

4 Approach
Coordination is the process of managing interdependencies between activities. If we view an
agent as an entity that has some beliefs about the world and can perform actions, then the
coordination problem arises when any or all of the following situations occur: the agent has
a choice of actions it can take, and that choice affects the agent’s performance; the order in
which actions are carried out affects performance; the time at which actions are carried out
affects performance. The coordination problem of choosing and temporally ordering actions
is made more complex because the agent may only have an incomplete view of the entire task
structure of which its actions are a part, the task structure may be changing dynamically, and
the agent may be uncertain about the outcomes of its actions. If there are multiple agents in
an environment, then when the potential actions of one agent are related to those of another
agent, we call the relationship a coordination relationship. Each coordination mechanism we
describe in Section 4.2 is a response to some coordination relationship.
Developing and applying a domain independent approach to mixed initiative human and
computer agent coordination involves developing a language to express agent task structures
and potential coordination points; a modular, parameterized, and adaptable approach to the
coordination activities themselves; and a sophisticated local scheduling mechanism capable of
dealing with multiple, dynamically changing evaluation criteria. This section will discuss our
approach to all of these pieces. A secondary issue that is also important to keep in mind is
the “open systems” nature of our underlying approach. We do not propose to construct a
global view of the evolving task structure—most agents will only have a fairly local (or global
but abstract) view. Only tasks that have direct relationships need to be understood between
agents, and scheduling criteria (or the schedulers themselves) can be different at each agent
(and can change over time). Coordination mechanisms can be tailored to the agent (human or
computational) and task environment at hand.

4.1

A Framework for Modeling Task Environments:

TÆMS

In order to construct a general approach to coordination, it is necessary to have an underlying
framework that can represent the wide diversity of activities/tasks and the properties and relationships that need to be represented and understood in order to arrive at effective coordination
among activity structures of different human or c-agents in a wide variety of domains.
The TÆMS framework (Task Analysis, Environment Modeling, and Simulation) [8] represents coordination problems in a formal, domain-independent way. We have used it to
represent coordination problems in distributed sensor networks, hospital patient scheduling,
airport resource management, distributed information retrieval, pilot’s associate, local area net9
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work diagnosis, etc. [5]. For the subject of this paper, there are two unique features of TÆMS.
The first is the explicit, quantitative representation of task interrelationships that describe the
effect on performance of activity choices and temporal orderings. The second is the representation of task structures at multiple levels of abstraction. The lowest level of abstraction is
called an executable method. A method represents a schedulable entity, such as a blackboard
knowledge source instance, a chunk of code and its input data, or a totally-ordered plan that
has been recalled and instantiated for a task. A method could also be an instance of a human
activity at some useful level of detail, for example, “take an X-ray of patient 1’s left foot”. A
task group contains all tasks that have explicit computational interrelationships.
A coordination problem instance (called an episode ) is defined as a set of task groups,
each with a deadline D(T ), such as = hT1 ; T2 ; : : : ; Tn i. Figure 6 shows an objective3 task
group and agent A’s subjective view of that same task group. The goal of the agent or agents
is to maximize the sum of the quality achieved for each task group before its deadline. A task
group consists of a set of tasks related to one another by a subtask relationship that forms an
acyclic graph (here, a tree). Tasks at the leaves of the tree represent executable methods, which
are the actual instantiated computations or actions the agent will execute that produce some
amount of quality (in the figure, these are shown as boxes). The circles higher up in the tree
represent various subtasks involved in the task group, and indicate precisely how quality will
accrue depending on what methods are executed and when. The arrows between tasks and/or
methods indicate other task interrelationships where the execution of some method will have a
positive or negative effect on the quality or duration of another method. The presence of these
interrelationships make this an NP-hard scheduling problem; further complicating factors for
the local scheduler include the fact that multiple agents are executing related methods, that
some methods are redundant (executable at more than one agent), and that the subjective task
structure may differ from the real objective structure. The relationships between tasks may also
depend on physical resources. This notation and associated semantics are formally defined in
[8, 5]. See also the air campaign planning system example in Section 2 and the hospital patient
scheduling example in Section 3.
TÆMS exists as both a language for stating general hypotheses or theories about coordination

E

E

3 The

word ‘objective’ refers to the fact that this is the true, real structure as viewed by ‘nature’.
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and as a system for simulation. The simulator supports the graphical display of generated task
structures, agent actions, and statistical data collection via CLIP[29] in CLOS (the Common
Lisp Object System) on the DEC Alpha.

4.2

A Framework for Coordination: GPGP

Many researchers have shown that there is no single best organization or coordination mechanism for all environments. Thus, in order to effectively handle the wide range of possible
environments, we have developed an extendable family of coordination mechanisms, called
Generalized Partial Global Planning (GPGP), that form a basic set of coordination mechanisms for teams of cooperative computational agents. The important features of this approach
include a set of modular coordination components called “mechanisms” (any subset or all of
which can be used in response to a particular task environment); a general specification of these
mechanisms involving the detection and response to certain abstract coordination relationships
in the incoming TÆMS task structure that are not tied to a particular domain; and a separation
of the coordination mechanisms from an agent’s local scheduler that allows each to better do
the job for which it was designed. Each component or mechanism can be added as required
in reaction to the environment in which the agents find themselves a part. An individual
algorithm in the family is defined by a particular set of active mechanisms and their associated
parameters. In [9] we discuss the interactions between these mechanisms and how to decide
when each mechanism should be used, drawing data from simulation experiments of multiple
agent teams working in abstract task environments.
The GPGP approach specifies three basic areas of the agent’s coordination behavior: how
and when to communicate and construct non-local views of the current problem solving
situation; how and when to exchange the partial results of problem solving; how and when to
make and break commitments to other agents about what results will be available and when.
The GPGP approach of recognizing and reacting to the characteristics of certain coordination
relationships is shared with Von Martial’s work on the favor relationship [28]. The use of
commitments in the GPGP family of algorithms is based on the ideas of many other researchers
[3, 24, 1, 17]. Each agent also has a heuristic local scheduler that decides what actions the agent
should take and when, based on its current view of the problem solving situation (including
the commitments it has made), and a utility function. The coordination mechanisms supply
non-local views of problem solving to the local scheduler, including what non-local results will
be available locally, and when they will be available. The local scheduler creates (and monitors
the execution of) schedules that attempt to maximize group quality through both local action
and the use of non-local actions (committed to by other agents).
One way to think about this work is that the GPGP approach views coordination as modulating local control, not supplanting it—a two level process that makes a clear distinction
between coordination behavior and local scheduling. This process occurs via a set of coordination mechanisms that post constraints to the local scheduler about the importance of certain
tasks and appropriate times for their initiation and completion. This indirect aspect is extremely
important for a system that will integrate both human and computational agents—when dealing with a human agent, the process is necessarily one of providing the correct information
at the proper time to the human decision-maker, as opposed to direct control. By having
separate modules for coordination and local scheduling, we can also take advantage of advances
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in real-time scheduling algorithms to produce cooperative distributed problem solving systems
that respond to real-time deadlines. We can also take advantage of local schedulers that have a
great deal of domain scheduling knowledge already encoded within them. Finally, we can rely
on humans as well in making local scheduling decisions.
The way that we specify the family of algorithms in a general, domain-independent way (as
responses to certain environmental situations, interactions with a local scheduler, and decisions
made by a human or computer) is very important. It leads to the eventual construction of
libraries of reusable coordination components that can be chosen (customized) with respect
to certain attributes of the target application. It is from this perspective that we feel we
can customize our UCAA and ACM to the requirements of the specific application domain.
The observation that no single organization or coordination algorithm is ‘the best’ across
environments, problem-solving instances, or even particular situations is a common one in the
study of both human organizational theory (especially contingency theory) [19, 13, 25] and
cooperative distributed problem solving [12, 11, 10, 7]. Key features of task environments
demonstrated in both these threads of work that lead to different coordination mechanisms
include those related to the structure of the environment (the particular kinds and patterns of
interrelationships or dependencies that occur between tasks) and environmental uncertainty
(both in the a priori structure of any problem-solving episode and in the outcome’s of an agent’s
actions; for example, the presence of both uncertainty and concomitant high variance in a task
structure). This makes it important for a general approach to coordination (i.e., one that will
be used in many domains) to be appropriately parameterized so that the overhead activities
associated with the algorithm, in terms of both communication and computation, can be varied
depending upon the characteristics of the application environment.
4.2.1 The Coordination Module
The role of the coordination mechanisms is to provide constraints to the local scheduler (by
modifying portions of the subjective task structure of the episode or by making commitments
in ) that allow the local scheduler to construct objectively better schedules. The modules fulfill
this role by (variously) communicating private portions of its task structures, communicating
results to fulfill non-local commitments, and making commitments to respond to coordination
relationships between portions of the task structure controllable by different agents (as in the
JFACC assigning tasks to his staff example) or within portions controllable by multiple agents
(as in the case of the overlapping tasks in the JFACC example).4
The five mechanisms we described in [9] form a basic set that provides similar functionality
to the original partial global planning algorithm as explained in [6]. Mechanism 1 exchanges
useful private views of task structures; Mechanism 2 communicates results; Mechanism 3 handles redundant methods; Mechanisms 4 and 5 handle hard and soft coordination relationships.
More mechanisms can be added, such as a load balancing mechanism. The mechanisms are independent in the sense that they can be used in any combination. If inconsistent constraints are
introduced, the local scheduler would return at least one violated constraint in all its schedules,
which would be dealt with so as to maximize subjective utility [9]. Since the local scheduler
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4 We say a subtree of a task structure is controllable

by an agent if that agent has at least one executable method

in that subtree.
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is boundedly rational and satisfices instead of optimizing, it may do this even if constraints are
not inconsistent (i.e. it does not search exhaustively).

5 Current Status
We have completed an initial implementation of the ACM (Agent Coordination Module) and
the simulation component of TÆMS. We have examined general performance issues, shown
how to decide which mechanisms are useful in an environment (and that, in fact, different
environments require different sets of mechanisms), a sixth mechanism for load balancing,
and we’ve recreated some experiments in computational organizational design. This work is
described in [5].

6 Conclusions and Future Work
The most important thing to be clear about the results of our approach is that we are not building
tools for solving a particular domain problem like crisis management or manufacturing planning
problem—we are building tools to support the use of these domain tools by groups of people
and computational agents to solve large, interrelated problems concurrently. Our results will
enable people and c-agents to coordinate their activities so that:
Problems get solved completely. No one drops the ball on an important component for which
they are they are responsible. This is especially important in high pressure situations,
and where there has not been enough training.
Problems get solved in a timely manner. Schedules for human and c-agent activities allow for
estimates on the completion of important tasks. Humans need to know which tasks on
their agendas are time critical. C-agents can use modern resource-bounded reasoning
techniques to accomplish tasks by certain deadlines with certain minimal qualities—and
to notify others as appropriate when problems develop.
Problems are solved in efficient ways that are dynamically adapted to the current situation.
One example is load balancing—more than one agent is capable of solving a subtask, but
one can get to it sooner than the other or one has more expertise and is likely to produce
a higher quality solution. Another example is exploiting soft task relationships such as
where one task facilitates another (but is not necessary), or where one agent could do a
‘favor’ for another agent (temporarily extending the agent’s responsibilities at a low cost).
Both positive and negative relationships can exist between tasks, and are usually dealt
with through separate mechanisms.
We plan to eventually apply new scheduling technologies to intelligent user interfaces (via
the Local Schedule Display in the UCAA). The UCAA will help a user to schedule his or her
activities at the workstation and display that schedule (using the Local Schedule Display) in a
meaningful and expressive form that can be queried and explained. In most cases, the user will
have significant freedom in the ordering of their activities—the purpose of the Local Schedule
Display is to make sure that tasks are not forgotten, that time critical or critical enabling tasks
are identified to the user, and that facilitating or other soft-related tasks are also identified.
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Our vision of concurrent engineering environments includes intelligent, autonomous computational agents (c-agents), and agentifying wrappers for existing databases, that will accept
tasks from users. These tasks could be as ‘simple’ as straight database queries or as complex as
the development of initial contingency plans for a certain situation. In a mixed-initiative system
we can expect some c-agents to initiate tasks as well (perhaps even to humans). The results of
our research will enable these agents to also take advantage of the human user’s coordination
and scheduling mechanisms so that each agent can intelligently order its tasks, meet deadlines,
and take advantage of soft coordination relationships when possible. We are examining the
development of coordination mechanisms for self-interested (as opposed to cooperative) agents
as well.
Some important research questions to be answered in this work include the question of
how accurate task duration estimates have to be, and how important task monitoring is.
We are also conducting research into scheduling using explicit uncertainty representations.
Other important questions include the representation and impact of formal and informal
organizational roles when assessing the value of potential schedules.
The task structure specification tool we have proposed (for knowledge acquisition, simulation, and analysis) has a different place in the scheme of things than the UCAA and ACM.
While the UCAA and ACM work during actual day-to-day problem solving situations, the
task structure specification tool is used during development of domain-level problem-solving
tools to gather the basic information used by the UCAA and ACM, so that new domain-level
tools can be added seamlessly to the user environment. The simulation and analysis components of the task structure specification tool allow staff to simulate the effect of adding a
new domain-level tool, or perhaps more importantly, to examine the effect of changing organizational coordination mechanisms—allowing them to ask and answer ‘what if’ questions
[20].
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